Gradient boosted decision trees are a popular machine learning technique, in part because of their ability to give good accuracy with small models. We describe two extensions to the standard tree boosting algorithm designed to increase this advantage. The first improvement extends the boosting formalism from scalar-valued trees to vector-valued trees. This allows individual trees to be used as multiclass classifiers, rather than requiring one tree per class, and drastically reduces the model size required for multiclass problems. We also show that some other popular vector-valued gradient boosted trees modifications fit into this formulation and can be easily obtained in our implementation. The second extension, layerby-layer boosting, takes smaller steps in function space, which is empirically shown to lead to a faster convergence and to a more compact ensemble. We have added both improvements to the open-source TensorFlow Boosted trees (TFBT) package, and we demonstrate their efficacy on a variety of multiclass datasets. We expect these extensions will be of particular interest to boosted tree applications that require small models, such as embedded devices, applications requiring fast inference, or applications desiring more interpretable models.
I. INTRODUCTION
There are many reasons to use and study gradient boosted decision trees (or boosted trees for short). They have outstanding accuracy, as demonstrated by their winning performance in numerous surveys of machine learning models (such as [1] ) and Kaggle competitions [2] . They are easy to use, as input features do not need to be whitened or otherwise normalized. They are flexible: by supporting custom loss functions, they can attack arbitrary classification and regression problems, including ranking or regression tasks. They are backed by solid theory, which allows them to be viewed as doing gradient descent in the space of functions by taking steps in the form of decision trees [3] . And last but not least, they often produce compact models, with fewer parameters for the same accuracy when compared to say random forests. Those compact models in turn lead to faster inference speeds, less memory consumption (important for embedded devices and cellphones), and better interpretability. This paper describes two extensions we've made to TensorFlow Boosted Trees (TFBT) [4] that are designed to increase the model compactness. As its name suggests, TFBT is built on top of Tensor-Flow; it is open-source and available on github under tensorflow/contrib/boosted_trees. The first extension, described in section III, extends the usual boosting theory to apply to vector-valued outputs. Using the derived update equations, we can attack multi-class classification or multidimensional regression problems directly with trees storing vectors in the leaves, rather than the 1vs-rest or 1-vs-1 approaches that are commonly used [5] . Significantly fewer trees are required for good performance with this approach, yielding corresponding reductions in model complexity. The second extension, layer-by-layer boosting, described in section V, can be thought of as taking smaller steps in function space when doing the gradient descent; steps that correspond to tree layers (i.e., all the nodes of equal depth) rather than entire trees. These smaller steps let us converge faster with fewer trees, especially with custom loss functions for which a second-order Taylor expansion is inexact. Finally, in section VII, we evaluate these two extensions. On ensemble sizes up to 100 trees, we demonstrate that vectorvalued trees lead to much faster convergence and smaller ensembles on multiclass datasets, and that the combination of layer-by-layer boosting and vector-valued trees often produces significant performance improvements.
II. RELATED WORK
Many popular algorithms are inherently binary, for example, the extremely popular AdaBoost [6] . Historically if a multiclass dataset was used, this was addressed by decomposing the multiclass problem into a set of binary subproblems, namely either as 1-vs-rest (sometimes refered to as 1-vsall, as well as tree-per-class) or 1-vs-1 (also referred to as "all-pairs" in some sources). Even though binary reformulations achieve good performance on some datasets and are easy to implement, these approaches have a number of drawbacks. Firstly, the number of classifiers required is at least C (the number of classes). Secondly, as Friedman et al. point out, even if decision boundaries between classes are simple, the decision boundaries to be learnt when the problem is reformulated into binary problems can become hard, thus making these boundaries difficult to approximate [7] . Additionally, common 1vs-rest can make the subproblems unbalanced, complicating the learning further [8] , since some losses like log-loss are susceptible to class imbalances. Furthermore, when applied to boosting, theoretical guarantees state that to achieve good performance, each of the weak learners must achieve an accuracy of at least 0.5 [9] . This is comparable to random guess in case of binary classification with balanced classes, but for a multiclass problem with balanced classes, random guess would result only in 1/C accuracy [9] . Several attempts to tackle multiclass problems directly, by optimizing a loss that tries to classify all of the classes correctly at the same time, were made. One of the first implementation was LogitBoost [7] -a generalization of AdaBoost. Friedman et al. showed that it produces results superior to those achieved by 1-vs-rest models on a simulated example with complicated intra-classes boundaries. LogitBoost takes the multinomial logistic regression (cross-entropy loss) and decomposes it in a standard way of running C independent binary logistic regressions, in which one label m is chosen as "pivot" or base class, and the other C − 1 labels are separately regressed against this pivot label. So for each class j, given a base class m, one can calculate a quasi-Newton update to improve the loss of class j vs class m. Now Friedman et. al note that the choice of pivot m is arbitrary, so they build a tree for j by approximating an average of steps over all choices of base classes. LogitBoost still works however by fitting C trees during each boosting iteration, where each tree is derived to minimize the overall loss with regard to the j-th class -so essentially an ensemble of trees is built to predict scores for each class. An alternative view would be that Friedman et al. approximates the full Hessian matrix of the expanded (up to a second derivative) loss via diagonal approximation [10] . Also note that at each boosting step, the predictions are fixed -a new tree built during an iteration i does not affect the other trees built during the same boosting iteration. MART [11] is another popular variant of boosting with trees, which differs from LogitBoost in that it uses only the first order gradient for finding the splits. Both MART and Log-itBoost use second-order information to derive the weights on terminal nodes [12] . For multiclass, MART adopts the same approach as LogitBoost, building C trees during each boosting iteration. An in-depth comparison between MART and LogitBoost is available in [12] . An extension to LogitBoost approach of multiclass handling is proposed in [13] , [14] . Ping Li names it ABC-Boost (with two implementations ABC-MART and ABC-LogitBoost, depending on whether the second order gradient was used for finding tree splits or not). He notes that for multiclass classification, for each point, the sum of scores for all classes can be required to equal a constant (due to the fact that adding a constant to the scores of all classes does not change the overall winning class and class probabilities when common softmax is applied to the scores). This requirement on the sum of the scores does not necessarily hold true for the LogitBoost algorithm. If the constraint is enforced, the scores for only C − 1 classes need to be calculated and the derivatives can be redefined.
Additionally, instead of averaging over a choice of all "pivot" classes during each iteration, ABC-boost adaptively chooses the best base class (by first considering all base classes and then choosing the one that maximally reduces the training loss). Experiments show improvements over the baseline algorithms, however a large number of boosting iterations (for example, around 4,000 on the covertype dataset) is still required to achieve good performance [14] . Additionally experiments demonstrate that in some cases, ABC-MART requires even more training iterations than the original MART algorithm [14] . Nevertheless, it was shown that ABC-MART and ABC-LogitBoost improve over their respective original algorithms [14] , as well as that ABC-LogitBoost outperforms ABC-MART on most datasets. An alternative view of ABC-LogitBoost is presented in [10] : Peng et al. show that the difference between LogitBoost and ABC-LogitBoost is essentially in the Hessian matrix approximation. In ABC-LogitBoost, the Hessian is approximated by first choosing a dimension ("base" or "pivot" class) and then again approximating the remaining (C −1) x (C −1) matrix using diagonal approximation, where in LogitBoost the full C x C Hessian is approximated via diagonal. The results suggest that the better approximation in ABC-LogitBoost results in improved performance [10] . Note that ABC-Boost and its modifications still build C −1 trees at every iteration. AOSO-LogitBoost is an adaptation of LogitBoost to multiclass problems where only one vector-leaf tree is built during an iteration. It essentially approximates the Hessian in a block-diagonal fashion, at each iteration selecting only scores for 2 classes to be updated, leading to a one-vsone classifier [10] . AOSO-LogitBoost is similar to ABC-LogitBoost in that it also works only on a (C − 1) x (C − 1) matrix, where the final dimension, the "pivot", is fixed. The pair of classes is chosen based on the magnitude of the derivatives (i.e. choose the class you do the worst on). Experiments show that AOSO-LogitBoost outperforms ABC-LogitBoost and, not surprisingly, requires a smaller number of trees to reach convergence. SAMME [9] is another attempt at tackling multiclass with boosting: it is a modification of AdaBoost exponential loss (as opposed to multinomial logistic loss in LogitBoost). SAMME works on vector encoded labels, building only one tree per iteration. The class encoding scheme for the labels is as follows: instead of one-hot vector encoding, the authors use an encoding where 1 is put in position of the real class, and -1/(C-1) is set for all other classes positions. With this label encoding scheme, a new multi-class exponential loss is introduced. Optimizing this loss with a constraint that scores should sum to 0, SAMME derives a closed-form solution by using a Lagrange multiplier and using only first-order derivatives (vs Newton update in LogitBoost) with respect to the prediction so far and a Lagrange multiplier. SAMME also shows that in this framework, weak classifiers are required to do better than C-random guessing.
GD-MCBoost is another attempt at extending AdaBoost to a multiclass version [15] , that also uses gradient descent step but a different encoding scheme for the labels. GD-MCBoost has solid theory behind its encoding scheme and was shown to produce larger-margin models than SAMME. GAMBLE [16] also extends AdaBoost to multiclass classification. Authors use the same multiclass exponential loss and label encoding scheme as in SAMME and also produces one vector-leaf tree per boosting iteration. The difference between GAMBLE and SAMME lies in derivations for loss optimization -GAMBLE uses quasi-Newton step (with second order derivative). The original paper [16] provides evidence that GAMBLE performs better on a number of datasets than both 1-vs-rest and SAMME, which might be due to the fact that second order derivatives are used. Many more variants of multiclass vector-form boosting exists. However, most successful variations differ only in the following choices:
• Choice of loss (cross-entropy/multinomial logistic, multiclass exponential etc.) • Choice of loss optimization (to use or not to use second order information, • If second order gradient is used, the choice of approximation of the Hessian. • The choice of enforcing the constraint on scores (via a penalty term added to the Loss, or not enforced, or enforced via softmax over the scores etc.) • And finally, choice of label encoding scheme (one hot, 1 vs -1/(C-1), etc.) Many papers show that models that handle a multiclass loss directly and build trees with vector-leaves result in better convergence rates and better performing models. However, the adoption of these methods is unfortunately lacking. Many popular libraries like XGBoost [2] , Scikit-learn [17] , R GBM [18] , LightGBM [19] support multiclass only as 1vs-rest, whereas Spark MLLib [20] (at the time of writing this paper) does not support multiclass at all. This might be due to the fact that each modification that tackles multiclass problems uses different losses, weight update scheme and re-derives gradients and Hessians (if used), complicating implementations.
III. MULTICLASS HANDLING
In the conventional formulation that is used by many libraries like XGBoost [2] , gradient boosted trees store only scalar values in their leaves. In order to handle vector regression or multiclass classification problems, multiple scalar-leaved trees must be used. In this section, we show how the usual derivation of the update formula for gradient boosted trees effortlessly generalizes to handling vector values which can handle vector regression and multiclass problems directly. For clarity, we follow the derivation given in [2] .
Assuming m is the number of features, n is the number of instances and C is the number of classes, our model maps the input x i ∈ R m , i ∈ 1..n to the outputŷ i ∈ R C using the sum of K trees:
Assuming T is the number of leaves in a tree f (x), we represent each tree f (x) as the combination of a structure function q(x) : R m → 1..T , mapping an instance to the tree leaf where it ends up, and a set of leaf weights
. We seek to minimize the regularized objective function
which is the sum of the non-regularized loss l and the ensemble regularizer Ω. In what follows, we will specifically consider an Ω regularizer of the form
that penalizes both the number of the tree leaves and the L2 norms of its leaf weight vectors. The minimization is done iteratively, and the training happens in an additive manner: at the start of each boosting iteration K we have K − 1 fixed trees built so far and we are looking add in the new tree f K as to minimize
For a given function l(x), the vector form Taylor expansion (up to second order derivative) can be written as:
where ∇g(x) -is the vector of gradients, H g (x) is the matrix of second order derivatives. If x is C-dimensional, then ∇g(x) will be of size C and H(x) will be of size C x C. By taking f K as a formal vector-valued symbol and applying formula 2 to formula 1, we get
where g i is a C size vector of gradients (with respect to the predicted score for the first class, second class etc.), H i -Hessian matrix (with respect to pairs of predicted scores, of size C x C. Now fix a structure q(x i ) on f K , and consider a particular weight vector w j of leaf j. We can rewrite the objective so the summation happens on leaf index j. Dropping the loss on predictions so far, which is constant, we get
whereg j is the vector representing the sum of gradients of instances that fall into the leaf j,H i is the matrix representing the sum of Hessians of instances that fall into that leaf j. This objective is a sum of independent objectives per leaf. For each given leaf, we havē
where I is the identity matrix. This approximation is a quadratic function of the vector w j and has a global minimum at
if the matrix λI +H j is symmetric positive definite. This is easy to guarantee: by Schwarz's theorem, the individual Hessian matrices H i will be symmetric if the second-order derivatives are continuous, and a convex loss function will make the H i 's and their sumH j positive semi-definite. Finally, if λ > 0, adding λI to the sum will make the final matrix positive definite. Under those conditions, adding the leaf j will decrease the loss by
To evaluate the quality of the split, the contributions of both the new left and right leaves L and R must be compared against the contribution of the removed parent P , along with any penalty the regularizer might impose on the increased tree complexity:
Similarly to XGBoost, we build our trees greedily based on this gain, and always pick the split with the highest gain. We also offer the usual option of only picking a split if its gain is greater than zero ("pre-pruning"), or allowing the gain to be negative (which can happen because of the regularization) and then post-pruning afterwards. From an implementation point of view, it is worth noting thatg P =g L +g R and H P =H L +H R .
A. Matrix inversion
Both accumulation of Hessian matrices and matrix inversion in Formulas (7 and 6) are potentially expensive. We implement two strategies in TFBT: 1) Full Hessian: Note that if we want to calculate x = A −1 v, or alternatively Ax = v, where A is some matrix, instead of explicitly calculating A −1 and multiplying by v, we can treat it as linear least squares system [21] . In general, the usual methods to solve such a system are SVD decomposition, the QR decomposition and normal equations. SVD decomposition is accurate but slow, normal equations tend to be the least accurate but the fastest, and the QR decomposition is in between [22] . We go with QR decomposition with column pivoting of A using the Eigen library.
2) Diagonal Hessian: One potential simplification would be to assume that matrixH j is diagonal, which makes both Hessian accumulation for each split and matrix inverse O(C) (vs. O(C 3 ) for full Hessian inverse and O(C 2 ) for Hessians accumulation). In our experiments we show that such simplification actually does not result in decreased performance.
On the contrary, it serves as additional regularization and results in faster convergence and better results.
IV. CHOICE OF LOSSES AND EXTENSIONS
For classification problems with C > 2 classes, our default model stores length C vectors in the leaves, turns those vectors into a vector of C probabilities using the softmax function, and then evaluates those probabilities using the cross-entropy error function. This model does have the drawback of using C parameters to describe the C − 1 dimensional space of C probabilities summing to 1, but it has two out-weighing benefits: it maintains the symmetry between the class weights, and it allows the regularization function Ω to maintain its usual form. In particular, the zero vector of weights, which minimizes the L2 penalty, maps to the maximally uninformative vector of equal probabilities, which is desirable. This default model and loss is the one used for the experiments in section VII. However, as previously mentioned, our formulation and implementation is easily extensible and can be used to obtain many of the multiclass approaches discussed in Section II, in the following ways: • A compact (because we build 1 tree per iteration for all of the classes) version of LogitBoost-like model can be obtained when multinomial logistic/cross entropy loss is chosen, and labels are encoded as 1-hot, with a diagonal Hessian mode. • SAMME-like model can be approximated by not using the Hessian at all, and modifying the loss to add Lagrange to enforce the constraints of scores summing to 0. • GAMBLE-like model can be obtained by using multiclass exponential loss, vector-form label encoding scheme of 1 in position of the real class, and -1/(C-1), and no regularization. The label encoding can be done in a TensorFlow input function. • AOSO LogitBoost can be simulated by using crossentropy loss and adding new block-coordinate strategy for Hessian approximation. • GD-MCBoost can be obtained by using the label encoding scheme from [15] , no second order gradient in loss optimization and exponential multiclass loss. One thing to keep in mind is that for a large number of classes, the full Hessian approximation might become prohibitively slow. Since our experiments show no significant difference between full and diagonal Hessian, we recommend that diagonal Hessian is used as default for a larger number of classes. Additionally, we would like to point out that our formulation should work with multi-label problems as well, as long as an appropriate multi-label loss is provided. However for multilabel problems it might be beneficial to explore other than diagonal approximations of the Hessian, that can account for the connections between the labels and the sparsity of the Hessian, for example block diagonal Hessians. It is however not suitable for extreme-multilabel problems, where only few labels out of millions apply to an instance. This is due to the fact that a full dense vector of scores will be stored in leaves. Finally, we would like to highlight that since TensorFlow does automatic differentiation, switching between losses and creating new customizable losses for multiclass setting should be very easy in our proposed framework. Any twicedifferentiable loss should be easily pluggable into TFBT.
V. LAYER-BY-LAYER BOOSTING
One of the novel features of TFBT's tree building procedure is layer-by-layer boosting. In TFBT's layer-by-layer boosting, we allow internal nodes to contribute weight updates while the current tree is getting built. A leaf node's final contribution is therefore the aggregate contributions from its ancestors all the way up to the root node. This is illustrated in the following diagram: We rewrite the objective defined in Formula 1 to be a function of both K which still tracks the index of the current tree we are building and Z which tracks the layer of the tree we are currently building, we now have:
where f Z K (x i ) is the prediction from the last Z layer of tree K that is currently being built. Notice that one boosting iteration now results in building one layer instead of a whole tree. Intuitively, the leaves grown in f Z K (x i ) are learning a residual adjustment over the previous layer. This is useful as deeper trees define more fine grained partitions of the Furthermore, recalculating gradients at every layer results in better approximating the functional space gradient which in turn typically enables TFBT to build fewer trees due to faster convergence. This is especially true for more complex loss functions, which can be user-defined in TFBT, where the second order Taylor expansion still results in relatively sizable approximation errors. Additionally, we would like to mention that our implementation allows to choose how many instances to use to recalculate gradients per each layer. On deeper trees, each node would get fewer and fewer examples in a conventional scheme, and splits quality will deteriorate. TFBT allows users to specify the number of instances required for each layer, so the deeper layers can be built on more instances than shallower ones.
VI. TFBT SYSTEM DESIGN
Below we briefly describe our computation model and changes we had to make to support multi-class learning. For more in-depth review of TFBT please refer to [4] . Our design is similar to XGBoost [2] and TencentBoost [23] in that we build distributed quantile sketches of feature values and use them to build histograms, to be used later to find the best split. In TencentBoost [23] and PSMART [24] the full training data is partitioned and loaded in workers' memory, which can be a problem for larger datasets. To address this we instead work on mini-batches, updating quantiles in an online fashion without loading all the data into the memory. As far as we know, this approach is not implemented anywhere else. Each worker loads a mini-batch of data, builds a local quantile sketch, pushes it to a Parameter Server (PS) and (Figure 4 ). The Chief checkpoints resources to disk and workers don't hold any state, so if they are restarted, they can load a new mini-batch and resume. In order to support multi-class with Diagonal Hessian and Full Hessian strategies, our statistics accumulators support accumulating tensors as well as scalars for each bucket. During TensorFlow graph construction we pick either a tensor accumulator for multiclass or a scalar accumulator for binary classification.
VII. EXPERIMENTS
In this paper, we make the following claims that we are trying to confirm with experiments.
• Our general vector-form multiclass handling is a better way than the conventional 1-vs-rest strategy implemented in most libraries: with a vector-form multiclass, a considerably smaller number of trees is required to reach the best performance.
• Layer-by-layer boosting when used with vector form multiclass allows for faster convergences and results in smaller ensembles. Although not the focus of this paper, we also check (Table  III) that our implementations are on par with two multiclass vector methods, LogitBoost and ABC-LogitBoost. We use larger ensembles to be able to fairly compare against publicly available results in [13] .
A. Datasets
We perform the experiments on medium and large size multiclass datasets, ranging from thousands to a million instances. The details about the datasets and the preprocessing we have done can be found in Table I .
B. Experiments setup
We build trees of depth 4 and explore ensembles of 10, 25, 50 and 100 trees. As a baseline we use XG-Boost [2] conventional 1-vs-rest multiclass handling. For a default XGBoost model we use the following values of hyperparameters: max depth:4, learning rate:0.3, objective:multi:softprob, lambda:1, scale pos weight:False. For tuned XGBoost, we tune min child weight, learning rate and lambda using scikitlearn RandomizedSearchCV [17] with 20 iterations with 5-fold CV over the training data using a predefined grid of values. For the poker dataset, 3-fold CV was used due to the fact that there were only 3 instances of class 9. If during hyper parameter tuning, values from the edges of the grid are chosen, the grid is expanded and search is repeated, depth and objective remaining fixed. The grids are as follows: Note that XGBoost's num round parameter (n estimators in Scikit-learn) denotes the number of boosting iterations, not the number of trees. During each boosting iteration XGBoost will build C trees. To perform the comparison over the predefined number of trees, we adjust the number of rounds according to following formula: num round = i n t ( math . c e i l ( 1 . 0 * n u m t r e e s / C) ) In some cases it results in a slightly larger number of XGBoost trees than reported. For example, for Letter-26 104 trees are built (for 100 trees column). For the same reasons, it is impossible to build 10 trees for Letter-26 dataset. We don't adjust the number of trees for TFBT implementation (so 10, 25, 50 and 100 trees are built). For TFBT we use the same objective as XGBoost (namely Max-Ent/Cross entropy/Multinominal Logistic Loss). For TFBT experiments, we use the same hyperparameter values as in default XGBoost: all parameters apart from lambda (L2 regularization) translate directly into TFBT settings. We set TFBT's L2 to, since L2 in TFBT is on per instance basis. We use full batch size (equal to the training data size), and accumulate train batch size number of instances for layerby-layer boosting. We compare several variations of vector multiclass handling, namely full Hessian, diagonal Hessian and diagonal Hessian with layer-by-layer boosting. We also include the results for conventional tree-per-class (1-vs-rest) implementation, which is also available in TFBT. Note that we don't tune the hyper parameters of our TFBT methods at all, since our goal is to show that vector form multiclass results in smaller ensembles no matter of how much tuning is done. It should be noted that except in tree-per-class mode, TFBT will use more parameters per tree than XGBoost, since it stores length C vectors rather than scalars in the leaves. But we feel that for fixed depth trees, the number of trees is the more relevant comparison for purposes of inference speed and understandability. Finally, to compare with LogitBoost and ABC-LogitBoost, we replicate Mnist10k (an Mnist dataset with train and test sets reversed) experiment from [13] for depth 2, 3 and 4 and learning rates 0.04, 0.06, 0.08, 0.1. For reasons of space and time, we did not compare against all other true multiclass approaches mentioned in section II, but as previously noted, many of them are variations of our formulation.
C. Metrics
We report the accuracy and the cross entropy loss on each test set. To check for significance between the TFBT and XGBoost results, we use an unpaired t-test with a p-value threshold of 0.05. (We use an unpaired t-test because it was easier to collect the data for, but since it is less powerful than the paired t-test, if it shows significance, the paired t-test would have as well.)
D. Experiments results
Table II summarizes our results. Several observations are apparent:
• When results are significant, none of the tree-per-class (1-vs-rest) implementations of multiclass handling are able to beat vector multiclass TFBT variants neither in terms of Accuracy nor in terms of Cross-Entropy loss. Sensit dataset is the only dataset where results are non-significant and where tuned XGBoost is able to achieve accuracy and loss that is not significantly different based on the test size and collected standard deviations. One thing to note is that for Sensit, tuned XGBoost ends up using a high learning rate (1 for 10, 25 and 50 trees, and 0.5 for 100 trees), resulting in "faster" learning which might lead to overfitting. All TFBT methods still use a learning rate of 0.3. • Diagonal Hessian strategy seems to be often significantly better than full Hessian strategy. Since Diagonal version is much faster to run, we recommend to use it by default, instead of the full Hessian method. We also hypothesize that approximating the Hessian matrix via a diagonal matrix serves as a sort of additional regularizer, resulting in better performance in most of the cases. • Layer-by-layer boosting (LBL) results in best performance for ensembles of all fixed sizes apart from a single case for Sensit 100 trees. For this particular case, it seems that 100 trees is already enough to achieve best performance even with tree-per-class method, and it suggests that since LBL speeds up convergence, it also may result in overfitting on problems that are easier. • If extremely small ensembles are required (10-50 trees), for example due to inference time or memory size of the device requirements, Diagonal+LBL boosting should be the first choice. Even if larger ensembles can be tolerated, vector form multiclass strategies should be used instead of 1-vs-rest. Figures 3 and 4 present the accuracy convergence on larger number of trees, which shows that even for larger ensembles, vector form multiclass methods dominate. However the line between different vector-form strategies blurs as more trees are added. • The improvements of vector form over tree-per-class, not surprisingly, are more pronounced on datasets with larger number of classes (like Letter-26, Poker, CIFAR-10 and MNIST). It is assumed that approximately C times more trees will be required for tree-per-class to achieve the same performance, and the experiments seem to confirm this folk wisdom. • An interesting observation is that TFBT tree-per-class implementation produces different results from XG-Boost's version. The difference between implementations lies in the fact that XGBoost computes the predictions for all the instances first and then uses them to construct all C trees in the same boosting iteration, whereas our implementation recalculates the predictions and uses them to calculate the loss and gradients after each subsequent tree. This seems to result in better loss but sometimes leads to worse accuracy (for example, Mnist 10, 25 and 50 trees). Since an improvement in cross-entropy loss does not necessarily translates into a direct improvement in accuracy, we don't find these experiment results alarming. It also demonstrates that recalculating the predictions after each new trees is beneficial to a faster loss convergence, as expected. VIII. CONCLUSION We show that the conventional boosting formalism used by most popular open-sourced gradient boosting libraries can be easily extended from scalar-valued trees to vector-valued trees. We demonstrate, not surprisingly, that vector-valued trees lead to much faster convergence and smaller ensembles. We also show that other recent vector-valued gradient 4903 For each dataset and column, in bold are the best values of the metrics for cross entropy-loss and accuracy for this number of trees. In italics, we highlight the best value of cross-entropy and accuracy when Diagonal+LBL is not considered. If there is no significant difference between several best values, we highlight all the values the difference between which is insignificant. boosted trees formulations fit into our general framework and can be easily implemented in TFBT by changing the loss, Hessian handling strategy and label encoding scheme.
We would like to encourage researchers who work on multiclass boosting to reuse our TensorFlow based TFBT library, which is open-sourced and convenient to use due to automatic differentiation capabilities. Finally, we argue that vector-valued leaves should be the default strategy for handling multiclass problems.
